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Falls Prevention Information - Contents

INTRODUCTION
REDUCING THE RISK OF FALLS
This booklet provides information on how you can
help to prevent a fall, and to prepare yourself in case
you do have a fall.
There are a number of things you can do to help
reduce the risk of falling.
There is no shame in admitting to having a fall, some
people call them trips, others call them slips but they
are all one and the same, however in this booklet we
will refer to them as falls.
Admitting to having a fall does not mean that you
will be unable to continue living in your own home,
the following information will hopefully enable you
to continue to live as independently as possible.
• If you do have concerns about your health at
all contact your GP or Practice Nurse.
• Get your blood pressure checked
regularly particularly if you are feeling
dizzy.
• If you are taking 4 or more medicines
regularly you can have a check from the
pharmacist who can discuss your medication
with you.
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PREPARATION
As you cannot rule out that you will never have a
fall, it is best to be prepared so if the inevitable
happens you know what to do. The following are
some ideas as to what you might put in place.
Community Alarm Systems – this consists of a
control pad connected to the telephone and a
pendant that is worn around the neck. The pendant
acts as a speakerphone through which the person can
communicate with the control centre. The price is
dependant upon the area where you live. There are
also ones that you wear on your wrist like a watch.
Both types are linked to a call depot which operates
24 hours a day. When the alarm button is pressed the
central depot will speak to you and check the reason
for your call to see if help is needed.
Pull cord alarms – these are usually already in
place in sheltered accommodation schemes and give
a direct link to the warden or control centre.
Remember to have the cords so they reach the floor.
Contact someone if you feel unwell so that they can
look out for you particularly if they notice your
curtains are drawn or the milk is on the doorstep.
Basic alarm raising techniques – Banging on
the wall with a stick for example.
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Have an emergency box – to be kept in the
area where you are most at risk of falling. For
example, the hall, the lounge, in between the
bedroom and the toilet.

EMERGENCY BOX
This box should contain:
• A small bottle of water
• A bar of chocolate or other snack
• A blanket and cushion, or a blanket that folds
into a pillow
• A whistle
• A torch
• A newspaper – if you need to go to the toilet
you can do it on the newspaper and then
push it as far away from you as possible.
This will prevent your clothes from becoming
wet which will lower your body
temperature.
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WHAT TO DO IF YOU DO FALL
• Rest for a few moments, take deep breaths and
allow time for the shock to wear off.
• If unhurt get to something solid (either by
crawling or shuffling) that you could sit on to
help you up.
Get onto all fours; place something
soft under your knees if possible.

With your strongest leg,
place the foot flat on the floor
with the knee bent in front of
the body.

Lean forwards putting your
weight on hands and foot
until it is possible to rise up
enough to bring the other
foot flat on the floor.

• Sit down and rest for a short time before you do anything
else.
• Tell someone about it- they may be able to help.
4
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WHAT TO DO IF YOU ARE UNABLE TO
GET UP OR ARE HURT
Do not hesitate to call for help. The longer you
are on the floor the longer it takes to recover.
• Try to get comfortable until help arrives.
•

Sound the alarm by the method you have set up
- personal lifeline, mobile or cordless telephone,
bleeper, pulling the phone down onto the floor
so that you can use it, banging on the floor with
your walking stick, shouting, blowing a whistle.

•

Support your head if you need to lie down, a
rolled up towel or clothing will do if there is
nothing else to hand.

•

Keep warm - use a rug if you have one, keep
moving - starting with your feet and legs, it also
helps you with your circulation to stop you
getting stiff.

•

If lying on an uncarpeted floor, it is best to try and
move onto something soft and warm.

•

It is uncomfortable to keep still for any length of
time on the floor and this may lead to pressure
problems, moving position every half an hour,
bending and stretching the fingers and moving the
feet helps the circulation and improves comfort.
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EATING WELL, KEEPING WELL
Having a balanced diet can help to reduce the risk of
injury from falls in these ways:•

Keeping our bones as strong as possible

•

Maintaining our muscles

•

Providing energy to keep active

•

Giving a sense of well-being

OSTEOPOROSIS
Osteoporosis is a disease affecting the bone. As part
of the natural ageing process your bones lose calcium
which makes them weaker and more likely to break if
you fall. Having a calcium-rich diet can help to limit
this and keep your bones strong.
The best sources of calcium are dairy foods. Choose
low fat products if you are watching your weight or
cholesterol levels.
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•

Have 2 - 3 servings daily from these foods:-

•

1/3 pint cows milk or calcium enriched soya milk

•

yoghurt or milk pudding

•

cheese
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Other useful sources of calcium are:•

oily fish such as tinned salmon, sardines

•

dark leafy vegetables - broccoli, spinach

•

bread and bakery goods

•

baked beans, red kidney beans

•

dried fruit, nuts, tofu

VITAMIN D
Vitamin D helps your body to use calcium. We make
this from the action of sunlight on our skin (avoid the
risk of sunburn between 11am - 3pm in the summer).
Vitamin D is also found in eggs, oily fish, meat,
fortified milk products, margarine and some
breakfast cereals.
These foods are especially important for people who
are housebound or for cultural or religious reasons
cover up when they go out. A supplement of
Vitamin D may be advised for such people - check
with your GP.
FRUIT AND VEGETABLES
It has been found that people
with high intakes of fruit
and vegetables have healthier
bones. These foods also
provide us with fibre, vitamins and minerals. Aim for 5
servings a day. A serving may be a piece of fruit, small glass
of fruit juice or two tablespoons of vegetables.
Falls Prevention Information - Eating well, keeping well
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MORE BONE - FRIENDLY ADVICE
•
include some form of physical activity every day
•

don’t smoke

•

keep to a healthy weight

•

limit alcohol to no more than 4 units per day for
men and 3 units per day for women. Even at
lower levels, alcohol can increase the risk of
accidents and should be restricted with certain
medications.

MAINTAINING OUR MUSCLES
Our muscles are important for balance, posture
and moving around. Being poorly nourished will
make our muscles weaker and tire more easily.
Meat, poultry, fish, eggs, beans, nuts and pulse
vegetables give us protein which is needed for
muscle tissue. They also contain iron which is
essential for preventing anaemia. Include some
of these foods at 2 meals each day.

8
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KEEPING TO A HEALTHY WEIGHT
Many of us enjoy some foods which contain fats
and sugar but they are high in calories so can
lead to weight gain. Make sure cakes, biscuits
and confectionary do not replace other more
nourishing foods.
WHEN WEIGHT LOSS IS A PROBLEM
If you find it difficult to eat enough to maintain your
weight, it is likely that you are not having enough of
other nutrients too. A poor appetite, missed meals
and loss of interest in food can leave us weaker and
less able to fight infections. Being underweight also
increases the risk of osteoporosis.
Try each day to have:•

3 small meals with extra snacks or milky drinks
in between

•

one pint of full cream milk

•

a dessert (yoghurt, mousse, trifle)

•

a drink after meals, not before

•

some fruit, vegetables or vitamin-rich drink
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KEEPING ACTIVE
Bread, potatoes, rice, pasta and cereals provide
energy; have some of these foods at each meal.
Wholegrain varieties are a good source of fibre.
Constipation is a common problem for many people
as they age. Help prevent this by having fibre-rich
foods which give bulk to stools. Sufficient fluid is
needed to keep stools soft and easy to pass. Being
active will also help to keep you regular.
Fibre rich foods include: •

wholegrain bread and breakfast cereals

•

fruit - fresh, cooked or dried

•

vegetables, especially peas, beans and lentils

•

brown rice, wholemeal pasta, bulgar wheat

•

nuts and seeds

HAVING ENOUGH TO DRINK?
You need at least 6 - 8 cups of fluid each day. It is a
good idea to drink at least 2 glasses of water, and
then the rest of your daily fluids can come from
other drinks, such as tea, coffee, fruit drinks and
milk.
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ENJOYING YOUR MEALS CAN BE HELPED BY:
•
sharing with friends, take it in turns to cook
or eat out when you can
•
looking after your teeth and dentures. A sore
mouth can limit how much you eat
•

asking for advice from your GP if you find that
chewing or swallowing is becoming more
difficult

•

adding extra flavour using herbs and spices e.g.
mint sauce with lamb or apple with pork. Do
not use extra salt

•

planning ahead for shopping

•

finding the time of day when preparing your
main meal suits you best

•

asking about local Day Centres, meals on wheels
or ready made meals if preparing meals is
becoming difficult.
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HEALTHY FEET
As we reach mature years our feet may show signs of
the energetic life we have lead. Wear and tear on the
joints may cause arthritis; the muscles and skin can
lose elasticity. The skin may become dry and thinner
and healing may take longer.
Your feet are an important part of mobility and
balance so it is essential to keep them healthy.
Here are a few things you can do to help keep your feet
in good condition:-
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•

Try to wash your feet daily in
WARM water using a mild soap.

•

Dry them well and blot between the
toes with a soft towel or tissue
paper.

•

Apply cream such as E45 or Aqueous cream to your
feet in the evening just before you go to bed.
Avoid putting it between your toes.
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• Trim your nails regularly with scissors or
clippers- do this after bathing if possible.
Cut the edge following the shape of the
end of the toe keeping them level with
the ends of your toes.
• DO NOT cut too short and NEVER cut down the sides.
Filing your nails weekly may keep them short without
cutting.
• Hard or dry skin that is causing
discomfort can be gently filed 2 or
3 times a week with an emery
board or long handled foot file.
• Avoid all corn liquids, cream and plasters as they may
contain acid. They can be very dangerous, especially if you
are diabetic or have circulation problems.
• Keep your feet and legs warm by
wearing long socks, trousers or leg
warmers, especially when sitting in
the evening. Make sure the tops of
the socks are not tight which may
affect your circulation. Wear loose
warm bed socks if your feet are
cold in bed.
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DON’T toast your feet in front of the
fire, or put cold feet on a hot water
bottle. Take the bottle out of the bed
before you get in. Avoid very hot
baths too, they aren’t good for your
feet and may make you dizzy.
If you have poor circulation or diabetes or loss of
feeling in your feet for any reason, it is advisable for
you to consult an NHS podiatrist for an assessment
and advice. Ask at your GP practice for details of
your local clinic.
CHOOSING THE BEST FOOTWEAR
When you buy shoes or slippers make sure they suit
your feet. It is not a good idea to wear slippers all
day, as they do not provide enough support for your
feet and arches. It is better to wear your shoes for
most of the time and keep slippers for when you are
relaxing, evenings and bedtime.
Always wear hosiery (socks, stockings, tights) with
your shoes and slippers - this will not only help keep
your feet warm, but will also prevent footwear
rubbing against your feet.

14
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Here are a few ideas to consider when buying
footwear:• Make sure there is enough room for
your toes.
• Check the length. Allow room for
your longest toe.
• Check that the shoe is deep
enough especially if you have
any hammered or clawed
toes. Pressure may cause
corns and callus.
• Is the shoe wide enough for
your toes or will they be
squashed. Pressure will cause
redness and discomfort over the
joints, corns and calluses.
THE STYLE OF FOOTWEAR IS IMPORTANT
Low cut slip on shoes and slippers have to be tight to
stay on your feet. When they have been worn for a
while, they become loose and sloppy and are one of
the main risks for slips and falls.
Shoes with fastenings such as laces, straps or
T-bar straps with buckles or Velcro will stay safely on
your feet and give support to your arches. Some high
cut slip on shoes may also be suitable, ask your
podiatrist / chiropodist for advice.
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The heel height and shape is also important.
Choose a heel height of 1/2 to 1 inch. Very flat shoes
or slippers may make you feel you are falling
backwards, while high heels will make you unsteady
and affect your balance.
A broad heel will help your
balance more than a tapered
or stiletto heel.
GENERAL POINTS TO CONSIDER
• Try to choose soft leather uppers. Leather will
stretch and accommodate your foot shape unlike
manmade materials.
• Make sure the stitching is not going to rub your
toes. Feel inside the shoes to make sure it is
smooth.
• Avoid buying shoes that are too big. Your feet slip
about inside the shoes affecting your balance.
• If you suffer from swollen feet, put your shoes on
as soon as you get dressed before they have had a
chance to swell. Good style slippers and shoes with
various widths are available from companies such
as Hotter, Padders, Clarks and Ecco. Some
companies, Cosy Feet for example, make shoes and
slippers for people who suffer from swollen feet.
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If you have any problems looking after your feet or
have any discomfort affecting your walking, consult a
Podiatrist/Chiropodist registered with the Health
Professionals Council.
You can apply for an assessment for advice from
your local NHS service. All NHS podiatrists are
registered.
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PHYSICAL ACTIVITY AND EXERCISE
Physical activity throughout life is important to maintain
health, reduce fracture risk and falls.
Improving your activity is not just about exercise, but can
also be improved by daily activities such as walking, going
up and down stairs or hobbies such as dancing, bowling or
DIY.
Physical activity and exercise helps with:Anxiety and depression:
Becoming immobile can lead to feelings of isolation. Aim
to stay as active as you can, even if it just standing or
marching on the spot for a few seconds every hour or
walking to the window.
Balance:
Improving balance can reduce your risk of falls and is
achieved by increasing your physical activity and specific
falls prevention exercises.
Breathing:
During exercise a larger amount of the lungs capacity is used
which improves breathing and reduces the chance of chest
infections developing.

16
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Constipation:
Exercise, a good diet and plenty of fluids can help to
improve this. Even exercises that can be carried out in a
chair can help.
Pain:
Physical activity or exercise helps prevent limbs from
becoming stiff and prevents pressure sores from
developing.
Posture:
Having a safe standing posture with feet flat on the
floor and an erect spine helps to prevent falls.
Exercise shouldn’t be painful - you should feel a little
warmer, as if you have done some work but no pain.
Stop and seek advice if there is pain.
Sleep:
Many people report that they sleep much better when
they have had some exercise.
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Getting started with exercises to reduce the risk
of Falls
Before any exercise programme is undertaken it is advisable
that you consult with a Doctor or Physiotherapist about your
specific needs and restrictions.
Gradually increasing your levels of physical activity or the
amount of walking you do, at your own pace, is a very good
start.
For those whose balance is particularly impaired, chair based
strengthening and flexibility exercises may be required to
enable future participation in balance re-education
programmes.
Exercises aimed at reducing falls should include dynamic
balance (standing and moving) and strengthening elements.
Ideally functional floor exercises should also be included to
aid practice in getting on and off of the floor.
Age UK’s Strength and Balance Exercises for Healthy
Ageing is a beneficial programme to complete independently
at home or within a small group.
Physical activity should be fun and not painful. If it causes
you pain please stop and seek advice. Dancing, bowling,
walking and gardening are all excellent ways of getting
exercise if you are able to do so. Tai chi (a slow Chinese

20
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exercises technique) is recommended for older adults as a
way of preventing falls, improving balance, strength and
body awareness. For those at greater risk, evidence based and
individually tailored falls prevention exercise programmes
are recommended.
(DoH Exercise Training To Prevent Falls 2009)

In the following pages are general exercises that will help in
the early stages of falls prevention.
Section 1 is a good warm up or for those who would struggle
to complete standing exercises, and section 2 has a few ideas
of standing exercises to improve balance.
The list of exercises is not exhaustive and it is still
recommended that a falls prevention programme is
undertaken with medical advice.
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Exercises
All exercises shoulder be completed using a stable chair
If you experience chest pain, dizziness, severe shortness
of breath during exercises you must stop immediately
and consult your GP.
Mild ache during and shortly after exercises is expected,
but if the pain persists please stop and seek advice.

Section One- Chair based exercises
These are good warm up exercises or suitable for those
who cannot cope with standing exercises.
Chair March
• Sit tall at the front of the

chair
• Hold the sides of the
chair
• March with control
• Build to a rhythm that is
comfortable for you
• Continue for 1-2
minutes

22
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Shoulder Circles

• Sit tall with your arms at your sides
• Lift both shoulders up to your ears, draw them back
then press them down
• Repeat slowly 4 times

Ankle Loosener
• Sit tall at the front of
the chair
• Hold the sides of the
chair
• Place the heel of one
foot on the floor then
lift it and
put the toes down on
the same spot
• Repeat 4 times on
each leg
Falls Prevention Information- Exercises
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Exercises: continued
Spine Twists
• Sit very tall with your feet
hip width apart
• Place your right hand on
your left knee and hold the
chair back with your left
hand
• Twist your upper body and
head to the left
• Repeat on the opposite side
• Repeat 3 more times each
way

Sit to stand
• Sit tall near the front of
the chair with your hands
on your thighs or folded
across your chest
• Place your feet slightly
back
• Lean forwards slightly
• Stand up
• Step back until your legs
touch the chair then
slowly lower your bottom
back into the chair
• Repeat 5-10 times

24
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Section 2- Standing Exercises
These should be completed using a sturdy chair or kitchen
worktop for support. Hand support should be used during
the exercises initially but with practice hand support can
gradually decrease.

Standing March

Stand tall
Hold back of chair
March with control
Build to a rhythm that is
comfortable to you
• Continue for 1-2 minutes
•
•
•
•

F

25
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Exercises: continued
Knee Bends
• Feet should be hip width apart,
toes facing forwards
• Hold your support
• Bend knees and push your
bottom backwards as though
you were going to sit down
• Ensure the heels do not lift
• Ensure the knees do not roll
inwards
• Come back up to the start
position
• Repeat 5-10 times

Heel Raises
• Stand tall holding a sturdy
chair, table or the sink
• Raise your heels taking your
weight over your big toe
• Hold for a second
• Lower your heels with
control
• Repeat 10 times

26
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Single leg Stand
• Stand close to and holding on to
your support
• Balance on one leg keeping the
support knee soft and upright
posture
• Hold the position for 10 seconds
• Repeat on the other leg

Tandem stand

• Stand tall, side on to the
support
• Place one foot directly in front
of the other so that the feet
form a straight line
• Look ahead and balance for 10
seconds
• Take the feet back to hip
width apart before placing the
other foot in front and
balancing for another 10
seconds

Falls Prevention Information - Exercises
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SAFETY IN THE HOME
SAFE WALKING SPACE
• Arrange furniture to allow ease of movement
about your home.
• Wipe up spills on the floor immediately.
• Preferably remove all rugs, if not ensure they are
securely fixed.
• Use non-slip mats in the bath/shower.
• Avoid all trailing wires e.g. electrical and phone
cords on the floor particularly in areas where you
walk.
• Keep floors and stairs free from clutter.
• Be aware of pets and the potential risk of tripping
over them.
• Ensure that outside pathways are in good
condition and well lit.
MOVING SAFELY
• Avoid getting distracted when you are walking.
• Hold on to something secure when reaching up or
bending down
• Pause for a moment when you first stand up and
always turn slowly.
• If you have a walking stick or frame, keep it by
you all the time. Make sure the ferrule or rubber
stopper(s) are in good condition.
28
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• Avoid trailing clothes such as long nightwear and
saris, especially on the stairs.
• Don’t rush to answer the door or telephone. Tell
friends that it may take you longer to answer so
they know to wait.
• Don’t rush to get to the toilet. Pace yourself and
ensure you have sufficient time to reach the toilet.
• If you feel dizzy at times ensure you sit and rest
until it passes.
REACHING AND BENDING
• Keep regularly used items e.g. tea bags, clothes,
in a place that is easy to reach, rather than low
cupboards or high shelves.
• Ask for help when you need to change curtains
and light bulbs. Do not stand on chairs.
• There are many items of equipment which help to
eliminate bending and reaching e.g. long handled
milk bottle holder or dust pan and brush, letter box
cages and plug raisers.
VISION
• Have regular eye tests at an Optician. Take time to
get used to new bifocals/varifocals.
• Ensure you turn a bedside light on if you get up in
the night.
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VISION (continued)
• Ensure your home is well lit especially hallways and
stairs.
• Talk to your doctor or eye specialist about any
changes in your vision.
HIP PROTECTORS
Hip protectors consist of a pair of snug fitting pants with
shields inside them that protect the hips from injury. They
must be fitted properly to work effectively. Some people
find the protectors extremely beneficial giving them
confidence to get ‘out and about’. They may be obtained
from your local mobility/equipment shop.
EQUIPMENT
There are many gadgets and equipment on the market,
which can help you increase your independence and
confidence and help to reduce the risk of falls. Most
can be purchased from local stockists whose staff
will often assist you to make the right choice for
yourself. Other more specialised equipment needs to
be issued with professional guidance. Contact your
local Occupational Therapist or Physiotherapist for
information.
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SLEEP AND FALLS
Sleep patterns do change with age. Sleeping in the day,
not sleeping at night and early morning waking are
common. Try not to worry about not sleeping, instead try
using relaxation as positive action that you can take.
WAYS TO HELP WITH SLEEP
• Limit your daytime sleep
• Be as active as you can during the day
• Have a set bedtime routine
• Milky drinks before bedtime may help
• Tea and coffee are likely to keep you awake
• Play music that you enjoy or that is especially good for
relaxation before going to bed
• Try not to worry about the things that you cannot
change
It is important to sleep in bed whenever possible as it
helps to improve circulation, to reduce swelling in limbs
and all muscles in the body are in a relaxed state when
lying in bed.
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